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Man-Down Transmitter & Wireless Interface 

 
This equipment can be used for persons who may have a tendency to fall and 
so be assured that an alarm will be raised thus alerting people to their need of 
assistance. 
 
The Man-Down Transmitter (MDT-122) is an emergency transmitter for automatic 
man-down signalling. 
 
MCR-308 is a Power Code Receiver used as a wireless interface between the Man-
Down Transmitter and any alarm system. 
 
In the MDT-122, a built-in tilt switch activates the transmitter when the holder is 
knocked down or when the transmitter is tilted down by more than 60 degrees from 
the vertical position. 
 
When the person needs emergency help, he/she presses both the left and right push 
buttons. 
 
Security is enhanced with a pull cord that can be attached to the carrier’s belt.  If the 
unit is grabbed away from the carrier, the cord is detached and an emergency signal 
is transmitted. 
 
When the person presses either the left or right push-button, a text message is sent 
to the alarm system. 
 
When the transmitter is activated, it transmits an identifiable alarm signal with 24-bit 
ID code. 
 
Applications: 
 

�  Lone guards and security personnel 

�  Workers in factories, schools and stores 

�  Hazardous environment personnel 

�  Chemical and nuclear plants 

�  Local prisons 

�  Military bases 

�  Elderly or frail people requiring assistance 
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Features: 
 

�  Twin push-buttons for panic alarm activation 

�  Man-down tilt mechanism with permanent or temporary reset switch 

�  Pull-cord disconnection reporting 

�  Battery supervision 

�  Includes LED for transmission indication 

�  Rugged design 

�  Supplied with water-resistant holster 
 
 
 
 
Visual and Audible Warning Timing 
 
A built-in tilt sensor activates the unit when the unit is tilted down by more than 60 
degrees.  When the unit is activated, it enters a pre-alarm state for 15 seconds.  This 
period enables the user to return the transmitter to the normal (vertical) position to 
prevent unintentional alarm transmission. 
 
During this period an audible warning is sounded by the buzzer and a visual warning 
is indicated by the internal LED.  The buzzer’s sound can be disabled by using an 
internal buzzer’s switch. 
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